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Interstate Battery System of 
America, Inc. - An Introduction

Situation Analysis

With more than 200,000 dealers, distribution centers 
and franchisee network across the USA, Interstate 
Battery System of America, Inc. (IBSA) is a leader in 
marketing automotive batteries. The company also 
markets marine/RV, mobility, motorcycle, lawn, garden, 
and other lines of batteries in the starting, lighting, and 
Ignition (SLI) markets through its network. IBSA 
employs more than 1,500 full-time and 4,500 
contractors’ across all its 250+ locations.

The workforce of IBSA across all locations handle 
highly hazardous lead-acid batteries. With strict 
regulations for storage and handling of these 
substances, it’s challenging for IBSA’s Corporate 
Environmental, Health and Safety (EHS) team of 
5 members to keep the employees safe. Moreover, the 

team is responsible for ensuring that the company is 
compliant by collecting and analyzing key safety 
metrics, and by reporting and controlling risk factors. 
To achieve ground-level visibility at each location, the 
organization has a designated local EHS coordinator 
who is responsible for executing the EHS programs 
that driven by the Corporate EHS team.
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Inability to standardize processes and maintain 
compliance across all distribution centers and 
franchisee locations

Lack of on-demand visibility to safety metrics, for 
individual locations as well as at a corporate level

Absence of mobile capabilities to easily track and 
report Incidents, near-misses, and to conduct 
audits on-the-go

Inability to integrate the existing EHS system with 
Third-Party Administrators (TPA) to easily track and 
manage workers compensation claims and vehicle 
claims

Inconsistency in data management 
processes because of manual or 
obsolete systems 

Lack of user adoption for the old and 
obsolete system

Inability to drive enterprise-wide transformational 
EHS initiatives designed to better manage risks, and 
get comprehensive visibility to compliance metrics

IBSA realized that the existing obsolete system 
significantly constrained its capabilities to improve 
efficiency, productivity and the scope of its EHS 
initiatives. The company saw demonstrated value in 
opting for a cloud-based EHS solution that can 
effortlessly scale according to the company's business 
needs, without requiring a significant investment of 
time, money and effort, thereby dramatically lowering 
the TCO (Total Cost of Ownership).

After a highly competitive evaluation of the leading 
solutions available in the EHS marketplace, IBSA 
adopted ProcessMAP’s EHSQ cloud platform to power 
the digital transform its EHS initiatives.

After careful review of IBSA’s current and future 
business objectives and collaborative engagement 
with key EHS personnel, ProcessMAP offered the 
following solutions to help the company achieve the 
desired outcomes:

ProcessMAP’s Incidents and Claims Management 
solutions are seamlessly integrated with IBSA’s TPA to 
facilitate seamless data exchange and uncover 
actionable insights on the effectiveness of various EHS 
programs. One of the key differentiators offered by 
ProcessMAP includes the mobile-first solutions which 
empower IBSA’s employees with native mobile apps to 
report EHS data on-the-go, both online and offline. 
Employees can quickly and seamlessly report incidents 
and near-misses, attach pictures and voice-notes, and 
conduct comprehensive audits - both conditional as 
well as behavioral - without being tethered to a 
computer system. Biometric authentication using 
native fingerprint and face recognition protocols ensure 
data privacy and integrity. Additionally, with 
ProcessMAP’s analytics platform in place, IBSA is now 
able to easily track safety metrics, increase 
compliance, and drive informed decisions to enhance 
its overall safety performance.

Innovation Strategy - Powering 
Transformation with 
ProcessMAP’s EHSQ Cloud 
Platform:

Integrated Incident & Claims Management

Integrated Audits Management

Documents Management

Reports & Analytics
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The EHS coordinators were facing several challenges 
in tracking and reporting workplace incidents and 
accidents. In addition, conducting weekly, monthly 
and yearly audits and inspections was a major 
challenge with IBSA’s internally developed system 
that had gone obsolete over time. Some of the other 
key challenges included: 



Key Results and Accomplishments:
Some of the key results and accomplishments achieved by IBSA, include: 

Adoption Metrics

Increase in creation of audit 
programs

Reduction in creation of 
audit action items

Increase in creation of 
CAPAs

Increase in near misses 
creation

Performance Metrics

Increase in productivity by 
reducing manual processes

Audits are now performed on 
mobile, enabling real-time 
visibility into the degree of 
compliance and safety 
across all locations

Compliance throughout 
the organization by 
conducting regular 
inspections and audits

Increase in on-time Findings 
Closure Rate

Proactively identified deficiencies and mitigated 
risks by implementing corrective actions

Ensured on-time closure of action items 
resulting from a safety audit/inspection
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250% 72%

160% 56%

70% 75%

100% 150%



A Sneak Peek into How ProcessMAP Delivered the 
Breakthrough Results:
ProcessMAP followed Agile-Scrum methodology for a quicker & effective deployment in close collaboration with IBSA. 
In the beginning of implementation, we understood IBSA’s unique business challenges and prioritized requirements to 
deploy an easy to use system across enterprise-wide. Our Implementation team, backed by Center of Excellence (COE) 
conducted a series of blueprinting sessions to finalize the business requirements and tailored solution accordingly. With 
ProcessMAP Agile methodology, IBSA has achieved greater results in terms of reduced incident rate and increased 
safety compliance across all its locations.

Looking Ahead -

About ProcessMAP Corporation

IBSA has built a strong momentum in driving strategic EHS initiatives by leveraging ProcessMAP’s EHSQ cloud 
platform. To continue this momentum and accelerate the adoption of cutting-edge innovation to achieve a 
zero-incident culture, the company is looking beyond its stores, distribution centers, and franchisee locations. Vehicle 
safety continues to be a major focus area for IBSA. Most of its vehicles are equipped with telematics sensors that 
monitor driver behavior. Integrating these data-points into building a 360-degree view of safety and making it available 
on-demand will power the next phase of inculcating a safety-driven culture enterprise-wide. 

Project Management
ServicesConfiguration Services

ProcessMAP's
Implementation 

Services

Requirements Validation
and Blueprinting

Infrastructure Setup

Interfaces with Internal and
External Systems

Training and Certification
Programs
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Get your
Free Demo

Sign Up

ProcessMAP is the leading provider of cloud-based 
enterprise software solutions that empower mid-size 
companies to global conglomerates to manage risk in 
three key areas: Employee Health & Safety; Environment 
& Sustainability; and Compliance.

https://ehs.processmap.com/processmap-ehs-software-demo

